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HEADMASTER’S WELCOME

September is an exciting month for those with 
the privilege of working in education: the start 
of each academic year brings reinvigoration and 
rejuvenation. Between one fifth and one quarter of 
our pupil body renews itself – this year, we welcomed 
almost 200 new pupils into the School. They have 
already begun to impress and to add to the daily 
‘buzz’ of our vibrant community, something for 
which I hope you will get a feel from the photograph 
on the front cover.

This third edition of Versa covers the events of the 
end of last term and the Summer holiday, ranging 
from the remarkable service at Westminster Abbey 
in June when Professor Stephen Hawking’s ashes 
were interred beside those of Sir Isaac Newton, 
through international adventures, outstanding 
individual achievements and the Edinburgh Fringe 
to the success of examination results, which are 
always wonderful to celebrate with their recipients 
in August.

The official opening of our splendid new Music 
School is featured alongside articles that reflect the 
range and breadth of the School’s current provision, 
and support, for our pupils whose wellbeing remains 
our most important priority. A St Albans School 
education is so much more than can be summarised 
by examination grades: under the guidance of our 
committed and caring staff our pupils develop 
so many important skills, qualities and values in 
everything they do, both inside and outside the 
classroom: I am sure you will gain a flavour of this 
from the pages that follow.

Finally, thank you for the many positive comments 
that have been made about the previous editions 
of Versa. Any feedback, or ideas about what you 
would like to see featured in future editions, will be 
gratefully received.

SPORTS

DAY

2018



After five very successful days in the orphanages, we moved 
on to spend three days on safari in the Serengeti National Park 
and the Ngorogoro conservation area, where we also visited 
a Masai village. On safari, we were fortunate to see some 
amazing sights of all the animals, including four of the big 
five. After safari, it was time to take up our personal challenge 
and climb Mount Kilimanjaro, which, standing at 5895m 
high, is the highest free-standing mountain in the world. The 
trek was a six-day climb, when we walked ‘poly poly’ (slowly 
slowly) for the first four days, to ensure we acclimatised, 
before embracing the challenge of climbing to the summit on 
our fourth night. 

Leaving Kibo hut at 11pm, we had to climb through the 
night to get to Uhuru Peak, the summit, gaining over 1000m 
in height – a big challenge, with temperatures below -15C. 
Conditions on the mountain were quite tough, with deep 

snow covering the whole of the summit, the first time that 
there had been so much snow on the mountain for over 
twenty years. Thirty-three members of our party managed 
to reach the summit, which was a great result, given such 
challenging conditions. 

After spending a couple of days recovering in Moshi, we 
moved on to Zanzibar for two days’ rest and a spot of 
snorkelling, before we returned home.

5News4
TRIP TO TANZANIA 

reflects the School’s Values and 
creates lifetime memories 

On 17 July, thirty-three Sixth Form students and five 
staff set off for Tanzania, on a trip to help improve 
the lives of children in two orphanages, located in 

Mwanza, Tanzania’s second largest city. 

The two orphanages could not have been more different. 
The Forever Angels baby home looks after fifty very young 
children, from new-born to five years of age. Although it is 
very well established, it still desperately needs support and 
help. With such young children, the orphanage requires 
a number of nannies to look after them and as part of the 
School’s donation, pupils gave £2000 to help pay for the staff 
they needed. 

Furthermore, our students, led by Sam, decorated their play 
room with underwater scenes and their outdoor play area, 
with games such as hopscotch making the area both bright 
and more interesting for the children to play in. 

The second orphanage, Watoto Africa, is a poor orphanage 
housing up to one hundred children of all ages. Our help here 
included buying ninety school uniforms, mattresses, kitchen 
equipment and mosquito nets. We also paid for and helped 
build a new front wall and gates, to improve the security of 
the compound. 

Before leaving, we played a game of football with their 
football team, which is well-known in Mwanza and a 
remarkably good team! As a result, we graciously accepted 
defeat, having been beaten 4-1. 

“A once in a lifetime  
opportunity that I won’t forget 

for the rest of  my life”
“The trip was the hardest, 
coolest and most emotional  

thing I’ve ever done”

“The orphanages were the most 
heart-warming and  

heart-breaking experience”

“A trip full of  first time,  
once in a lifetime and  
best time experiences”

by Kenny Everitt, DofE Manager and Silver Co-ordinator
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ADVENTURE, EDUCATION 
AND CHARITY WORK

in Nepal

In July, twenty-three Sixth Formers set out for the start 
of their Nepal adventure. There was a real education 
and charity focus to the expedition, with the students 

offering their labour to provide clean drinking water to 
a local school and giving a range of donations organised 
from their fundraising to local charitiews during organised 
visits. But there was also much adventure to be had, be it 
trekking in the Annapurna range, or white-water rafting the 
Seti River and experiencing Nepal’s spectacular mountains, 
forest, rivers and jungles. 

We travelled to Kathmandu, where, after acclimatising, we 
visited a variety of cultural sights including the magnificent 
Buddhist temple of Boudhanath Stupa, and were lucky 
enough to receive a formal blessing, or ‘puja’, from a Tibetan 
monastery to give us good fortune for the journey to come.

Our next destination was the country’s second city, Pokhara, 
the group’s base for its charity projects. We stayed with the 
welcoming Tibetan community of Tashi Ling, who put us up 
in their village hall and fed us three square meals a day. 

We spent time with the Ghurkha welfare trust, a British 
charity run by the Ghurkha regiment to provide support to 
pensioners and their communities, where we learned about 
their invaluable work providing clean water, schools and access 
via suspension bridges to isolated mountain communities. We 
also visited a nursing home for Ghurkha veterans and their 
widows, spending time with the residents, sharing biscuits, 

laughter, smiles and games of backgammon. The following 
three days were spent on our chosen charity project. The aim, 
in partnership with the local Lions group, was for the pupils 
to dig a 7-foot hole in the school grounds, with pick axes and 
shovels, to house a 1000,000-litre water storage tank to provide 
clean water for staff and students for the next fifty years. 
Despite the tough work and heat, humidity and blisters, the 
students remained upbeat and there was a wonderful sense of 
immediacy to the work, as the students spent time with the 
pupils, teaching them English and Mathematics. Everyone 
could see the value of their labour first hand and the difference 
it would make to the lives of the pupils. 

by Chris Johnston, Deputy Head of Middle School

“The trip opened my eyes to 
new and different ways of
life and I loved immersing 

myself  in their culture.”
Ben

The second week saw us head up to the Himalayas; 
we set out, along with our team of porters and guides 
for our five-day trek around the 300 metre-high Poon 
Hill. On the morning of the fourth day, the group 
was treated to 360-degree views of the sun rising over 
the Annapurna range, a rare treat in the height of the 
monsoon. 

The final phase of the expedition was a white-water 
rafting trip down the Seti river. After a steamy night 
under canvas on a bend in the river and an incredible 
supper, we set out for the final day on the river, meeting 
the most challenging rapids yet and watching the 
landslides take place on the slopes around us. 

Finally, we made our way back to Kathmandu for two 
nights of much needed luxury and a visit to Koppan 
monastery, where we learned more about the Buddhist 
faith and practices, taking part in a mindfulness 
workshop to ensure that we had time to reflect on what 
had been an incredible experience for all. 

But perhaps more significant was the role of our Sixth 
Formers. Throughout the whole of the trip they were 
a delight to lead; mature, organised, reflective and 
compassionate to others and a real credit to the School, 
so my dearest thanks go to them for their approach. 

Of course, the trip would also not have been possible 
without the dedication, humour and perseverance of 
the accompanying staff so thanks go to Jonnie Miller, 
our expedition leader, and to Ms Andrews and Ms 
Baxter who also accompanied the trip.

“It was a once in a 
lifetime opportunity with 

many learning experiences 
along the way.”

Alex 



With the Autumn 
Term well 
underway, the 

Music Department was 
delighted to host the greatly 
anticipated, official opening 
of its new Music School on  
19 September. 

In addition to affording 
guests the opportunity to 
look around the impressive 
new space and facilities, the 

event provided a chance for Music staff and students, past 
and present, to thank those who so kindly donated to this 
project. The man tasked with the job of revealing the official 
plaque was David Pickard OA. Since leaving the School in 
1978, David has held various esteemed Directorships of such 
ensembles as the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment and 
Glyndebourne Opera; in his current role as Director of the 
BBC Proms, David was well qualified to lead the party of 
fellow OAs, VIPs, Governors, staff, parents and pupils in the 
official opening. Both he and the Headmaster spoke to the 
gathered guests, acknowledging the importance of Music not 
just as an academic subject, but as a co-curricular activity, 
which will at last take place in one on-campus venue. 

The evening also gave donors a chance to see the Department 
in action and several students and ensembles were playing in 
the new practice rooms and recording studio. As the rooms 
were explored, Second Former Liam treated guests to a 
performance of Chopin’s Berceuse on the Department’s brand-
new Steinway mini grand piano in the Smith Space, whilst Sir 
Martin Smith OA and Lady Smith OBE proudly looked on. 
The event also gave everyone the chance to sign a card of best 
wishes to our greatly missed Director of Music, Mr Stout, who 
is currently recovering at home from illness. 

Lower Sixth Former and A Level Music student, Jeremiah 
Joshua commented: “The Music School has really helped me 
excel in my musical production. As a frequent user of the 
new music studio, I have seen how having such an amazing 
facility has benefitted everyone who is keen on creating their 
own music. With all of the best equipment that is available, 
one can create music to the highest of standards.”

The Music School would like to sincerely thank all those who 
helped us host such a fantastic opening; the Development 
and Senior Management teams, Catering Department and 
musicians. The biggest thanks however, must go to our donors, 
without whom this project would not have been possible.

Welcome to St Albans School! Please share a little about 
your experience and background.
I have been teaching for twenty-two years in a wide 
variety of roles in four different schools. I worked at City 
of London School for Girls and now return to the South 
East after working in the Stamford Endowed Schools in 
recent years. I am a History and Politics teacher, but I have 
a wide interest in lots of different subjects and have taught 
Drama, PE, English and Music. In my role as Oxbridge 
Co-ordinator I have learned a great deal from my students 
and have enjoyed mentoring in the subjects not taught on 
the curriculum, such as Asian Studies, Anthropology and 
Law. My leadership experience comes from being a Head of 
Department, Head of Sixth Form, Head of Higher Education, 
Duke of Edinburgh Award Co-ordinator and Teaching and 
Learning Co-ordinator for the Sixth Form. I recently became 
a student again when studying for my Masters in Educational 
Leadership at Cambridge University. I love to see how a 
school works from many different angles and enjoy the 
perspective from the sports field or rehearsal room, as much 
as the classroom or the staff room.  

What attracted you to the role at St Albans School?
My new role is an ideal leadership position, as it gives the 
opportunity to work with all staff and students with the goal 
of improving Teaching and Learning. The School's history 
and tradition were significant factors and I was attracted 
by the School's commitment to academic excellence and 
holistic education. It was because I was teaching History A 
Level that I decided to visit St Albans in January; there were 
two battles here during the Wars of the Roses and I came 
to see where the Duke of Somerset had died in 1455. At the 
end of my historical tour, I saw the School and was very 
keen to apply for the job.  

How have your first few weeks been?
The first few weeks have been a rollercoaster at high speed, 
with many learning opportunities and much enjoyment along 
the way.  I have received a warm and friendly welcome at 
every turn.  It was a privilege to see the School in action on a 
learning walk and be able to appreciate the superb learning 
environment that we all inhabit.  

What will you be focusing on in the coming academic year?
My primary goal is to learn about the School, its people 
and its processes so that I can understand how I can best 
contribute to its development. Trust and respect are vital 
components to strong working relationships and I am looking 

forward to building these with students and colleagues over 
the coming months. I hope to encourage and support self-
reflection, resilience and a commitment to lifelong learning 
amongst everyone within the School community.   

Are there any trends in Teaching and Learning or the sector 
that you are interested in?
There are so many new ideas for Teaching and Learning but it 
is very important to consider how they fit within the context 
of a school and adapt them appropriately. I am interested in 
the use of student voice to develop Teaching and Learning 
strategies and I have recently conducted research into ways 
in which students might take greater initiative in their own 
learning. I am a strong advocate of Leadership for Learning 
(LFL) principles of shared leadership and a commitment to 
learning amongst everyone in an organisation.  

What are the biggest challenges facing heads of Teaching 
and Learning?
Time! Most teachers want to spend more time focusing on 
Teaching and Learning but the demands on their time are 
enormous. I hope to find efficient ways to support teachers 
in improving their strategies. It is always a challenge to 
decide on priorities for Teaching and Learning; I am keen 
to engage students and staff in decision-making so that 
everyone feels involved.

VICTORIA SAUNDERS 
Assistant Head – Teaching and Learning

Staff  interview8
THE OFFICIAL OPENING 
of  the new Music School hits all the right notes

News 9

SIR MARTIN SMITH (OA1960) AND LADY SMITH OBE

THE ROCK BAND IN FULL SWING

THE BARBER SHOP GROUP SINGING THEIR HEARTS OUT

SIR MARTIN SMITH (OA 1960) AND THE HEADMASTER 
ENJOYING A PIANO PERFORMANCE 
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PROFESSOR 

STEPHEN HAWKINGʼS 
memorial service 

PROFESSOR HAWKING’S FIRST WIFE, JANE HAWKING,  
TOOK SOME TIME TO MEET OUR PUPILS

Feature

A memorial service was held for Professor Hawking 
on 15 June at Westminster Abbey, where his ashes 
were interred in the nave, close to where Sir Isaac 

Newton and Charles Darwin are also laid to rest. The School 
was honoured to receive an invitation to attend the service 
to pay tribute to our most famous and influential OA. The 
Headmaster, along with five pupils and a couple of members 
of staff attended. Pupils selected were: Jonathan, Nathan, 
Ayo-Oluwa, Dulcie and  Arun.

It was incredibly memorable for all who attended; here, 
some of our pupils have shared their thoughts on this unique 
day with Versa: 

Can you describe the mood of the ceremony?
JB: There wasn’t a sombre atmosphere, instead it celebrated 
his life and appreciated his contributions to science and 
himself as a person.

DP: The day was evidently focused on celebrating the 
incredible impact Professor Hawking had on the scientific 
community. As a result, the congregation was subdued as we 
were all aware of the huge loss of such a great man but there 
was also a very positive and celebratory attitude as the 
readings recounted all of the fantastic things he achieved 
during his life, which was uplifting.

NM: The mood of the ceremony was happier than one 
would have expected. Everyone was sad that Professor 
Hawking had 

died, but the commemoration was all about celebrating the 
events of his life and his highest achievements.

AO: The ceremony at times was sad; however generally, it 
reflected more on the positive impact Professor Hawking had 
on the lives of people close to him and on wider society.

Did you learn anything new about Professor Hawking?
JB: The service gave me a better perspective on his personality 
and his sense of humour from the people who knew him. It 
helped me understand his dedication, resilience and unique 
approach, which made him the genius he was. For example, 
Professor Hawking’s motor neurone disease meant that he 
couldn’t write, so he developed visual methods to calculate 
equations geometrically.

DP: I was lucky enough to sit next to a man named Tim who 
worked for the tech firm Intel and he described the work he 
did as a high-performance programmer to me. He pointed 
to a photo on the front of the Order of Service of a black hole 
and he went on to explain to me how it was a photo of the 
3D image which he constructed, with the help of Professor 
Hawking himself, using computer processing. It was the first 
time that someone had attempted to create a 3D image of a 
black hole and it made me realise just how forward-thinking 
Professor Hawking was. Even during his final years, he was 
completely up-to-date and was using the latest technological 
developments to advance knowledge in science.  

NM: I learnt that he was diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (ALS) whilst he was working on his PhD. I also 
learnt that he was married twice and had three children. 

AO: Upon speaking to some of Professor Hawking's 
childhood friends, I recall being told a story of Professor 
Hawking being known for coming up with complicated games 
for them to play. Professor Hawking initially wanted to study 
Mathematics at university but settled on studying Physics. 

How did you feel on the day? What did it mean for you to 
be able to attend?
JB: The service was hugely inspiring: it was incredible to 
witness something that celebrated the life of somebody who 
meant so much to so many and who helped to change science 
and cosmology.

DP: The day was awe-inspiring. It was humbling to be a part 
of such a momentous occasion and to be able to contribute 
to the commemoration of such an extraordinary man, who is 
arguably the most influential scientist of the 21st century. It will 
no doubt be a day that I will remember for the rest of my life. 

NM: On the day, I felt sadness for the death of Professor 
Hawking, but I was also happy that he was being 
commemorated in such a positive way. It meant a great deal to 
me that I was able to attend this once in a lifetime opportunity. 

AS: I felt very nervous and excited on the day, as it was a big 
event and a huge opportunity. It was a great honour for me to 
attend and I am glad I did. It was a huge experience for me.

What was the most memorable part of the day?
JB: During the memorial, Stephen Hawking’s words were set 
to music composed by Vangelis. As it played, everybody was 
silent, listening to his final message of peace and hope, which 
was to be beamed into space. Of everything that happened 
that day, this moved me the most. 

NM: The most memorable parts of the day were during the 
actual service when we saw Professor Hawking's ashes being 
placed into the floor.

AS: The most memorable part of the day was when we visited 
Stephen Hawking’s grave. It had a black hole engraved onto 
the stone, along with his name. Next to him, I could see Sir 
Isaac Newton’s and Charles Darwin’s graves.

What will be the biggest impact on you, personally, having 
attended Professor Hawking’s memorial service?
JB: Personally, I found myself inspired to pursue what matters 
to me as he did, and follow his tenacious attitude, refusing to 
let life be defined by what you can’t control.

DP: The memorial was one of the most memorable days of my 
whole school career and is one which I will never forget. Prior 
to the service, I was still undecided on what I wanted to go on 
to study at university, and what I wanted to do in the future. 
However, after listening to the inspirational speeches during the 
service, I not only heard about the momentous contributions 
which Professor Hawking made to science, but I learnt about 
the vast amount of information about Earth, Space and Time 
that is yet to be discovered. It was during this that I realised 
that I wanted to play a part in attempting to study and make 
progress in answering some of these questions. As a result of 
attending Professor Hawking’s memorial, I have been inspired 
to pursue a career in Physics and am currently applying to read 
Physics with Philosophy at university.

AO: Looking at photos of Professor Hawking in St Albans 
School uniform, at the back of the Order of Service, made me 
realise that he was not always Professor Hawking. In order to 
be the man he became, he had to face many challenges along 
the way. Students at the School, and young people worldwide, 
will inevitably face adversity in the future, however Professor 
Hawking was an excellent example of how to approach this 
and get the most out of life. 

AS: The most personal impact this will have on me is what 
Stephen Hawking did for our society and the world. Seeing 
so many people gathered for just one person, for me, was just 
remarkable.

In the future, what will you remember about Professor 
Hawking?
JB: In the future, I will remember Professor Hawking’s 
additions to science, his sense of humour, and his own 
outlook on life that helped others.

DP: The memory of Professor Hawking, which will have 
the greatest effect on me, will undoubtedly be his admirable 
attitude to life. At the age of twenty-one, being diagnosed with 
a terminal illness and being given two years to live, would 
to most people be a death sentence and something which 
would prevent them from making any further progress in 
life. However, far from letting his illness define and overcome 
him, Stephen Hawking had the courage to continue with his 
life and work and go on to not only outlive his life expectancy 
by an astonishing fifty years but also contribute such a vast 
amount to science. 

NM: In the future, I will strongly remember Professor 
Hawking for his discovery that black holes actually do emit 
some radiation, now known as Hawking Radiation. 

Did you hear from anyone famous, or meet any celebrities?
DP: Yes! I must admit that out of all of us, Mr Gillespie was 
most definitely the best at celebrity spotting (closely followed 
by Mrs Gray) and as a result, we managed to see Benedict 
Cumberbatch, Tim Peake, Lord Rees and many others! Ayo 
and I even managed to have a couple of moments talking 
to Stephen Hawking’s wife Jane after the service, which 
was unforgettable. While chatting to Jane, I found out that 
my friend is now living in the exact house which Stephen 
Hawking grew up in, in St Albans which was amazing! We 
also were lucky enough to steal Professor Brian Cox for a 
short while and even managed to have a photo with him!

Honouring and remembering Professor Stephen Hawking CH, CBE, 
FRS, FRSA: pupils attend his memorial service at Westminster Abbey 

ASTRONAUT  TIM PEAKE WAS ONE OF THE MANY FAMOUS FACES  
ATTENDING THE SERVICE



CYCLING
pedal power for Mind 

12 Scoop 13

During the summer holiday, Lower Sixth Formers 
Cameron and Jessica cycled 450 miles from St 
Albans to Scotland and raised over 

£6,000 for the local branch of mental health charity, Mind.

Cameron and Jessica took on this huge challenge as they 
wanted to increase awareness of mental health issues and 
encourage teenagers to talk more openly about the topic, 
to ask for help when they need it, and reduce the stigma 
attached to the subject. 

“We have friends who have experienced mental health 
issues and we wanted to help shine a light on what is 
a very important issue for our age group,” Jessica said. 

“Many of our friends have asked why we wanted to 
undertake such a gruelling event – we wanted to be 
challenged by high-pressure situations and see how we 
coped with the stress.”

Cameron added: “This experience was far tougher than 
we anticipated but unforgettable in so many ways. The 
reception we received was amazing and we are so grateful 
to everyone who donated and supported us. This challenge 
was such a small thing to do in comparison to the daily 
suffering that many people with mental health problems 
experience. We hope that by completing this ride, more 
people feel comfortable enough to open up about how 
they are feeling.”

Sixth Former Greg Hurley won the South East Boys’ Regional 
Golf Championships in Bury St Edmunds on 2 June, shooting 
rounds of -1 and -2. This win qualified him for the English 
Schools’ National Championships at The Shire in Barnet in 
June where he finished 4th. This meant that he qualified for 
an England Schools’ International against Scotland Schools at 
Lancaster Golf Club on 10 September. England won 10-8 and 
Greg won his Singles game 3 and 2.

OSCAR 

going the extra 
mile for charity

“I cycled the 54 mile London to Brighton cycle ride in the 
rain and raised £1,710 for the British Heart Foundation. My 
favourite moments were reaching the top of Ditchling 
Beacon which many people walked up, and crossing the 
finish line with my dad. This has inspired me to take part in 
more rides and next, I will be undertaking the 45 mile Palace 
to Palace ride in aid of the Princes Trust.”

GREG 
swings into 
first place

“On 29 and 30 September, I performed two 
masterclasses at the UK Drum Show in Manchester. 
The weekend was filled with meeting great musicians 
from all around the world. It was a very humbling 
experience for me so many professionals to have 
come to see me perform. Performing in front of a 
large crowd was something that I thoroughly enjoyed. 
It was great to be in the presence of some of the 
world’s best and has exposed me more to the musical 
industry. This opportunity came from being the 
Young Drummer of the Year winner for 2018 which 
in itself has really boosted my confidence this year.”

JEREMIAH  
JOSHUA 

drumming to the beat in Manchester



candidates (almost 
1/4 of our entry) 

gained at least 2 A*s

Results

the year group (53%) 
of pupils gained at least 
6 A*/9/8 grades

of GCSEs taken at the School were 
awarded an A* or 9/8 grades58%

39%

28%89%

46%
Over ½

80 
pupils 

17

27%

82%95%
were awarded 
an A* or A or 
9-7 grades

of GCSEs taken were 
awarded an A*- B or 
9-6 grades

gained 
at least 
7 A*s
/9/8s

gained at least 
9 A*s/9/8s

gained at least 
8 A*s/9/8s

of A Levels taken by 
Upper Sixth Formers in 
2018 received A* grades

of A Levels taken were awarded A*- B 
grades, the most widely recognised 

measure of A Level success(more than 50% of 
our entry) gained 
at least 1 A*

In 2018, A* and A 
grades account for 

67% 
of all grades

pupils achieved 
at least 3 A*s

35

Results
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of the course; if you have a good understanding of a subject 
before you start revising then revising for that subject will 
be easier and there will be less of it. Secondly, I would advise 
them to plan out their revision in detail and bear in mind the 
length of study leave –   ideally you want to peak for each exam 
just before you sit it – so don’t do all the past papers in the 
first two weeks of the Easter holidays.

Which subjects are you studying at A Level? And why did 
you choose them?
JT: I’m taking Maths, Physics, Drama and Music. I’m taking 
Maths and Physics because I am interested by academics and 
have future hopes of pursuing my interest in engineering. 
However, I am also interested in the arts, and have a lot of co-
curricular commitments in the area which I enjoy, so I feel it 
would be a shame to narrow my focus too soon. 

WH: I have chosen to study Maths, Further Maths, 
Government and Politics and Economics. Maths was an 
easy choice – it was my strongest GCSE and I’ve enjoyed it 
throughout my time at school. It’s also a very versatile choice 
that keeps lots of options open when applying for university, 
where I hope to study either Economics or PPE (Philosophy, 
Politics and Economics). I’ve been interested in Politics for 
a long time and always wanted to study it at school, so that 
was another easy choice. And I’m really looking forward to 
being able to study Economics in greater detail at A Level. 
I’m interested in all three subjects, so it wasn’t too difficult to 
choose them. 

What are you most looking forward to about going into the 
Sixth Form?
JT: I’m looking forward to the freedom that comes with 
being further trusted by teachers. I also want to focus on the 
subjects I have chosen and hope to enjoy the change that 
comes from new students joining in the Sixth Form and the 
use of Aquis Court.

WH: I have to admit that I am looking forward to being able 
to wear my own choice of suit, tie and shoes! However, I’m 
really looking forward to being able to study the subjects I’m 
most interested in. Work is a lot easier when you enjoy it and 
I’m hoping I’ll be able to enjoy a lot more of my work in Sixth 
Form, now that I have more independence in my studies and 
that I’m only studying subjects I’m very interested in.

Pupils’ interview

EXAM
success!

Lower Sixth Formers, James and 
Will achieved at least 10 A*/9/8 

grades at GCSE. They shared some of 
their top tips with Versa

Congratulations on such successful GCSE results! Did you 
expect to do so well?
JT: I always hoped that there was a possibility I could get 
really good results like these. There were points when it didn’t 
seem likely, but I worked steadily and felt confident that I had 
done well, I just didn’t expect to do this well!

WH: I had set myself a goal at the beginning of the year; I 
knew what I was working towards and I was certainly hoping 
to get the results I did.

How did you prepare for the exams – what were the 
challenges and what was your approach to study and 
revision?
JT: My main technique was to utilise lessons and pay 
attention when I had time to still ask questions and get 
help from the School’s staff. This allowed me to have a fairly 
challenge-free preparation period. 

I would say the biggest challenge was keeping focused while 
revising, which is important so that the revision is actually 
purposeful.

WH: There were several challenges I encountered – most 
of which exist for everyone and every exam. The first was 
simply motivating myself to start revising each morning. 
Once you’ve started revising it's quite easy to continue, it’s 
the first half hour that’s the most challenging. I found the 
best way to combat this was to start early in the morning at 
6.30-7am each day. This meant that no one else was up to 
talk to and there were fewer things to distract me. Doing this 
every day helped me get into a strict routine that I was more 
inclined to stick to. 

Another challenge that I think everyone faces is forcing oneself 
to revise for the subjects you don’t like, which (shockingly) are 
the ones that most people need to revise the most. 

The one challenge that I didn’t expect to face was maintaining 
my level of work throughout study leave. I severely 
underestimated how much time I’d have to revise for study 
leave, meaning that I’d often run out of past papers or things 
to revise, long before I took the actual exam.

My two pieces of advice to people sitting GCSEs in the future 
would firstly be to pay attention in class for the full two years 

JAMES TUDOR WILL HOLMES
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CREATIVE TALENT 
 goes on display at the summer 

Art exhibition 2018

There was a strong turn-out for last term’s Art exhibition, which 
celebrated and showcased the work of A Level Art, GCSE Art students 
and the Art Scholars. The exhibition highlighted a variety of work, 
ranging from installations, portraiture and sculptural pieces.
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SAM  

new Third Former 

Welcome to St Albans School! How have you found 
your first few weeks?
I was very nervous on my first day. My brother had 
been at the School before me, so I had a brief idea of 
what to expect. Going to a new school, it’s natural to be 
unsure of what it will be like. However, after one day I 
felt comfortable around the School. The first few weeks 
have been great for me and I have been offered some 
wonderful new opportunities that weren’t available at 
my old school. 

Was the School your first choice? What did you like 
about it when you came to look around?
St Albans was always my first choice. I looked around 
a couple of other schools, such as Berkhamsted 
and Bedford. I decided on St Albans because of the 
facilities, the opportunities and the overall feel of 
the School as I looked round. I liked how the School 
site was quite small, smaller than Bedford and 
Berkhamsted. It made the School feel safe and homely.

Have you found it easy or challenging to settle in? 
Have you made new friends yet?
I haven’t found it too challenging settling in. I knew 
a few people from the school that I came from and 
some people from other schools as well. Those who 
had already been at the School made me feel quite 

welcome. It has been great playing rugby, because 
that is another way to meet new people and to get to 
know them. 

What are the biggest differences to your old school?
One of the biggest differences is being back down at 
the lower end of the School! When I left Beechwood 
Park - my previous school – I was in the top year. 
Now at St Albans, I am younger than everyone Tom 
Chapman – except for those in the Lower School.  

Which subjects are you particularly enjoying?
I am enjoying lots of subjects, particularly PE and 
Games. I have always enjoyed my sport and it is 
something I look forward to each week. I was lucky 
enough to get picked for the rugby U14A team and it 
has been great playing with my mates.

What are you getting to take part in, that you didn’t 
have the opportunity to experience in your previous 
school?
I’m currently taking part in CCF which wasn’t 
something I had the opportunity to do at my old 
school. My brother did CCF when he was at the School 
and he recommended it. I’m glad he did! It’s a great 
way to get involved with different aspects of the School 
and a way to meet new people.

Pupil interview

ALEXANDER THIRD FORM CERAMIC SCULPTURE
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TAKING A STEP BACK 
FROM TECHNOLOGY 
during the School’s Digital Detox Day 

The School held its first ever Digital Detox Day on 
16 May, to encourage a day free from screen time, 
give pupils a greater opportunity to reconnect with 

friends and family and also participate in activities organised 
by the School. All staff and students were asked to avoid all 
discretionary screen time for a 24-hour period and challenged 
to raise at least £10 in sponsorship in aid of three charities: 
Mind in Mid Herts, the Charlie Waller Memorial Trust and 
the Watford Blind Centre.

Pupils had to face the challenge of leaving their phones 
switched off and experiencing a day when Instagram, 
Snapchat and WhatsApp would not be accessible.

As the ‘wired generation’, 83% of children aged 12 to 15 now 
own a smartphone, and the UK has some of the world’s most 
enthusiastic digital participants, according to an OFCOM 
survey in 2017. Children aged 5 to 15 spend more than 2 
hours a day on average online – and they use their own kit. 
74% of 12 to 15 year olds now have a social media profile and 
alarmingly, 50% of parents do not know that the official age 
restriction for Snapchat and most social media is 13.

The most vulnerable, according to the Kidron Report of 2017 

are children aged 10 to 12. Getting a new phone for their next 
step into their new school is the new norm. But as well as the 
more widely-known risks of social media, one of the bigger 
dangers this generation of children faces, is not being able to 
regularly get a full night’s sleep – for FOMO (fear of missing 
out) and the inability to put the phone or tablet down and 
leave it outside the bedroom.

The School’s Digital Detox Day reflected the challenges pupils 
face when it comes to turning off their phones for a day, but 
there was plenty to keep them occupied and engaged – and 
seeds to plant in their minds as to what an alternative daily 
routine could be like.

From 8am, the School held a number of events, so that both 
staff and pupils could embrace the opportunity to try some 
new activities and find different ways to spend their free time. 
These included yoga and mindfulness sessions, a First Form 
nature walk, a Second Form penalty shoot-out and Third and 
Fourth Form outdoor games.

We asked a group of pupils to share their thoughts on the 
challenges they envisaged facing without access to their 
devices and the benefits they experienced. 

What are you going to miss the most during Digital Detox?
Sixth Form girl: Listening to music on my phone and 
continuing my ‘streaks’ on Snapchat.

First Former: Watching YouTube to pass the time.

What are you looking forward to?
SFG: the freedom that I am hoping will come from not 
constantly being on my phone.

FF: I think that it will make me more relaxed as I will not be 
looking at social media the whole time. I will also be more 
focused on my homework and I will probably get better marks. 

What benefits do you think you will see in just one day?
SFG: How addicted people are and the threat that this poses 
to everyone’s general mental health.

FF: I think I will get more sleep and will socialise more.

What did you miss the most?
SFG: Using my phone for music on the bus and the safety net 
it provided when I was alone and didn’t want to look bored. It 
was challenging to resist the subconscious impulse to pick up 
the phone – no matter what the use.

FF: I missed checking my phone during the day and staying 
organised was the most challenging, as the temptation to use 
the rest of the phone was too much. 

Did you find it as hard as you thought you would?
SFG: I found it harder as I didn’t realise how ingrained it is in 
my daily routine. 

FF: Yes, but in a different way than I thought I would: 
staying organised was harder than filling up my time in 
the evening.

Did it impact the way you interacted with your peers and 
family?
SFG: I felt more freedom to speak with my friends, as it wasn’t 
interrupted with bursts of phone use, which I really enjoyed. 

FF: Yes, I spent more time with my family.

And finally, what have you learnt from this experience?
SFG: I shouldn’t underestimate the amount of time I’m 
spending on my phone and the habits that it is causing. 
Similarly, what it is preventing me from doing. 

FF: I rely too much on my phone to stay organised!

The School community responded very positively to the 
challenge and, whilst there were some inevitable complaints 
from a small number of pupils, they were largely very happy 
about feeling more socially connected to their peers at School 
and finding that they had more time in the day – and many 
commented on how much work they got done without the 
distractions of screens! 

The sponsorship money the School raised enabled us to make 
a significant donation to all three charities with a combined 
total of almost £5000. The £1600 donation to the Watford 
Blind Centre alone made it possible for the Centre to buy a 
reader device, so that the people they support would be able 
to access personal information on their own, without the 
need for another person to communicate that information to 
them. This, they believed, would be hugely empowering and 
beneficial. 

We are looking forward to holding our second Digital Detox 
Day next March and continuing to work with our Digital 
Ambassadors during the course of this year to develop out 
digital education programme.
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The horizon beckons, we trudge on, just when we 
thought there couldn’t possibly be another steep 
uphill we find a steep drop, promising another two 

hours of tough, but rewarding walking to come. Thinking 
that downhill sections are easier than uphill we all cheer, 
excited to get back to camp for some warm pasta. How 
wrong we were. However, the fact that steep downhill is so 
much worse than uphill was not the most important life 
lesson we took from our gratifying week in Cortina. 

After a coach, plane and mini-bus journey we arrived 
at our first campsite, Camp Dolomiti, all in high spirits 
and excited for the opportunities the week would bring. 
Each group had already had at least one practice with 
their team members, getting to know everyone on a more 
personal level. It is sometimes overlooked that the Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award is not simply something which looks 
impressive to employers, but it is also an opportunity to 
make lifelong friends and to reset your body clock, as Alice 
revealed (a week camping supposedly achieves this).

After setting up our tents we were taken out for pizza, 
which allowed us to eat our body weight in grizzini, but 
also discuss team tactics. 

The first day was the acclimatisation day. Walking as a 
unit into the mountains we discovered the different speeds 
of each group. It allowed us to work out what we needed 
to improve going into the expedition and what clothing 
would probably become unnecessary extra weight. A 
successful trip to the supermarket after our walking 
meant that we could buy our supplies for the week ahead, 
including a lot of pasta.

Expedition Day 1: We walked from Camp Dolomiti to 
Rifugio A. Dibona. It was not only the spectacular scenery 

and the seemingly endless supply of Haribo snakes, but the 
mattress and blankets awaiting us at the end which made 
the tough walking worthwhile. The Rifugio came into sight 
after a long winding path, along which each passer-by had 
suggested we had further to go than the last person we had 
encountered.

Expedition Day 2: Rifugio A. Dibona to Camp Olympia. 
Although the ski routes seemed to taunt us as we made our 
way to Camp Olympia, we took a well-deserved break at 
the refreshing river on the way, along with a round of just 
as refreshing, but slightly questionable choice in songs. The 
other campers were very accommodating, offering us beef 
stew and biscuits after seeing the size of our bags and only 
being able to imagine the weight.

Expedition Day 3: Camp Olympia to Camp Dolomiti. 
Setting off early with much lighter bags made us optimistic 
for the day ahead, but a slight mishap in navigation ended 
in a slightly lost Pink Team, but with our excellent team 
working skills we were able to find the way without too 
much lost time. This day proved to be the most challenging 
with a total of 12 hours and 46 minutes of walking. 

Expedition Day 4: The final day took us from our 
temporary home of Camp Dolomiti to the Wild Camp. 
However, due to the expected forecast of stormy weather, 
the route was cut short, meaning that we ended our day 
in high spirits. The pizza for dinner added to this high 
spiritedness as well.

Overall, an extremely worthwhile trip which, although 
everyone agreed had physically pushed them, only made 
us prouder that we completed it with flying colours (and a 
wolf sighting!). 

The decision to organise a trip to the Edinburgh Fringe 
came about after Mr Gillespie mentioned the Festival 
in passing and suggested we should do it at some 

point in the future. Without hesitation, I started making the 
necessary arrangements for a trip last summer!! Definitely 
ambitious on my part, considering the majority of student 
accommodation gets booked up almost a year in advance 
and we didn’t have a show, or a cast for that matter, but the 
prospect of taking a group of students up to Edinburgh to 
perform was too good an opportunity to pass up. 

After recruiting the Lower Sixth A Level group and securing 
four nights’ accommodation, I then booked one of the venues 
on the Royal Mile itself, wanting to have the best possible 
location and the chance to be right in the thick of it all. In the 
months that followed, we ran numerous fundraising events, 
we started developing a new play from scratch and created 
publicity material in the hopes of gathering healthy audience 
numbers for the three performances we were going to hold. 
After previewing the play to the entire Lower Sixth cohort on 
the last day of the Summer Term and having done a four-hour 
catch up rehearsal on 6 August, we left Kings Cross station 
on the morning of 8 August and so began our wonderful 
adventure at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. 

Here, Robin, one of the pupils who took part, shared his 
account of the trip: 

Performing at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival was one of the 
best experiences in my life. The atmosphere and energy that 
could be felt throughout the city was contagious from the 
moment we stepped off the train. The group was lucky enough 
to be staying at the University Halls of Residence next to the 
swimming centre being used for the European Championships 
that month, with teams from Russia, Germany and Italy all 
staying in the same location. 

Every day, we headed down to the Royal Mile in the centre of the 
city and handed out flyers to the public for around three hours, 

in order to increase numbers in attendance at each of the three 
performances. This enabled the group to think of entertaining 
ways to interact with the public, in order to convince them that 
our show was good enough for them to come and watch. We 
did things such as performing small excerpts from the play in 
public, to give people a sense of what it was about. 

The 50-minute play “Agenda” was extremely well-written 
by Ms Hanneghan-Birt and portrayed a witty, humorous 
and realistic picture of Sixth Form life, whilst also tackling 
underlying issues of gender roles and stereotypes in modern 
society. The play received a good reception from critics, with 
the British Theatre Guide giving the play four stars and saying: 
“The young cast show themselves accomplished beyond their 
years in a play that is far better than the few performance 
dates would suggest.” 

In the evenings, the group went to see three shows a night, 
varying from an improvised musical, to Trainspotting Live to a 
drag act based around Margaret Thatcher! 

The trip opened everyone’s eyes to the wider reaches of 
the performing arts, as well as giving us an opportunity to 
perform at one of the most prestigious events for theatre 
around the world - one that will never be forgotten.

A DRAMATIC TRIP
to the Edinburgh Fringe  

by Lucy Hanneghan-Birt, Head of Drama 
  and Lower Sixth Former, Robin

DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S
Cortina expedition 

by Upper Sixth Former Ana 
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BILL WILSON 

Regimental Sergeant Major

Staff  interview

What does your role entail at the School, as Regimental 
Sergeant Major?
My basic role encompasses the day-to-day running of the 
Combined Cadet Force, planning training and teaching 
cadets. Within the School though, I see my wider role as being 
the point at which education, co-curricular activities, and 
pastoral care meet.

Underpinning my contribution to the personal development 
of students is my work to ensure that we have the right 
number of pupils involved in both the CCF and cross-
country; I also must ensure that we meet the necessary level 
of training to maintain support and funding for the CCF from 
the Ministry of Defence.

How has the School’s success in these activities evolved?
For a long time, the School has had a very good reputation 
both as a CCF and on the cross-country circuit. It is just a 
matter of bringing new ideas and making training challenging 
and realistic, whilst remaining safe. I am also a firm believer 
in trying to make pupils take the lead as much as possible. 
Giving them some responsibility alongside appropriate 
guidance from staff makes pupils feel more involved and 
generates a real sense of pride and ownership.

What benefits do these activities offer pupils? How does it 
help pupils to develop other skills and abilities outside of 
their academic work?
Co-curricular activities offer pupils the chance to take 
themselves out of their comfort zone and try something new. 
Both CCF and cross-country challenge pupils in different 
ways to their academic studies; they seem to develop an 
understanding of their own strengths and weaknesses. I work 
to ensure they are confident enough to use their strengths, 
whilst having the humility to recognise and develop their 
weaknesses. The skills that pupils develop during cross-
country training or out training with the CCF are transferable 
to many aspects of academic life and it is rewarding to see 
them being able to apply both.

What do you think pupils enjoy about these activities?
Challenging themselves physically or mentally outside a 
classroom environment is refreshing; the personal satisfaction 
in completing a difficult training session or solving a complex 
command task is huge. I always try to give pupils the chance 
to lead, teach and help those junior to them; the rewards in 
seeing others benefit from your input are significant. This 
approach also helps the runners and cadets understand why I 
am so passionate about my job!

How has training changed in recent years, i.e. what 
additional considerations are needed?
Many pupils are performing highly in several areas, maybe 
in multiple sports as well as in their academic studies; it is 
important to recognise that each of these could be equally 
important to the pupil and their parents. Expecting the pupil 
and their family to totally commit to just one aspect of their 
development is unrealistic; I try hard to make training fun 
and developmental and to ensure that pupils take part because 
they enjoy it. It is important to put variety into their training 
and this is something I have concentrated on, especially with 
the cross-country squad.

Whether they are taking part in a hard, cross-country training 
session or a blank firing exercise with the CCF, I must make 
sure that the training is absolutely safe but without losing any 
realism. 

The School has seen significant success with its cross-
country; why do you think this has been the case?
We have some very talented runners in the School who are 
prepared to work exceptionally hard to keep improving. In the 
past, their training was more geared around the short, fast, 
relay races and not enough distance training for the longer, 
tougher cross-country races. We have now modified this and 
are putting in some much longer reps sessions; I fully expect 
us to be challenging in every race again this season. Giving 
the runners space to undertake activities outside of cross-
country means they don’t get stale and they keep coming 
back, getting better every season.

What are your goals for this academic year and in the 
future?
I want to keep both the CCF and cross-country progressing 
at this pace and to continue to challenge our pupils in 
different ways. A real aim is to see more girls getting 
involved in cross-country, we currently have two promising 
athletes who train with the senior boys, but I would very 
much like to be able to enter a girls’ team in some of the  
big races. 

Watching an athlete who has taken over seven minutes 
off their 5km time inside a year or teaching new skills to 
younger cadets and the confidence they build fill me with a 
tremendous amount of pride. On the other hand, seeing a 
young, shy cadet possibly lacking in confidence or a pupil who 
turns up for cross-country training because they are not very 
good at other sports, blossom into confident young people 
also gives me great satisfaction.

ANDREW BATEMAN
Acting Learning Support 

Co-ordinator

What does the Learning Support Department do, why is 
there a need for it?
The Department’s primary role is to support the specific 
learning difficulties of pupils at St Albans School, with the 
objective of creating a level playing field for all pupils. The 
need for a Learning Support Department is shown not 
only in legislation, such as the Equality Act and the Special 
Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) Code of Practice, 
but in the fact that we now support approximately 20% of 
pupils across the School, which is in line with national trends.

How does your work benefit the School and pupils?
As a School and a Department, we are committed to 
supporting each pupil according to their individual learning 
requirements. 

We screen all incoming pupils for dyslexia at 11+, 13+ and 
16+ as well as pupils for whom there are continuing concerns 
for cognitive processing difficulties. We monitor the progress 
of all pupils with tutors and teachers to identify difficulties as 
they arise and liaise with parents to discuss the needs of pupils 
who are experiencing difficulties, advising them on options 
for full diagnostic assessment.

Similarly, the School and Department seek to maximise the 
opportunities and potential for the most talented pupils and 
recognise that the two groups may not be mutually exclusive. 

We ensure a ‘whole school approach’ to provision, by advising 
subject teachers on appropriate learning strategies for 
individual pupils, to enable them to provide differentiated 
support in the classroom and ensure that appropriate access 
arrangements are provided for pupils in both school and 
public examinations.

Additionally, we provide support for study and revision skills 
as well as teaching correct exam technique and support that 
is additional to, and different from, the tailored support 
that is available in the classroom. We offer 1:1 and small 
group support, primarily for pupils with a diagnosed specific 
learning difficulty. 

How has the importance of your department and work 
changed in recent years?
With more research and knowledge about specific learning 
difficulties, the more screening, assessing and support takes 
place, so the work increases. This has been acknowledged 
by the School through the development of the new Learning 
Support Centre (LSC) which is a good development.

The LSC is located at the top of School House and enhances 
our ability to support pupils. We are very grateful to those 
who helped facilitate this modern development. The LSC 
is a quiet and modern working environment, designed for 
assessing, teaching and supporting pupils. 

What are some of the biggest challenges facing some of the 
pupils you support? 
Pupils face many challenges, depending on their specific 
learning difficulty. This could be with poor spelling; weak 
handwriting; lacking daily organisation and planning skills; 
poor concentration and self-control; not finishing work under 
timed conditions; struggling with social communication or 
lacking in physical strength or stamina.

Can you share any examples of how the Department’s work 
makes a difference?
The work we do makes a difference to the pupils on a daily 
basis and this is often evident in improvements with their 
effort and attainment, as well as their wellbeing. However, 
their endeavour and resilience are vital ingredients, too.

What can parents do to reinforce the work you do or to 
support it? 
Supporting pupils’ self-esteem and time management is 
important for all pupils, not just those with learning support 
needs. Reassuring your child that they are working to the 
best of their ability and explaining that no one is perfect, 
often helps to alleviate a lot of stress felt by our pupils. If 
they are struggling or need help, they should communicate 
with their tutor and teachers and try to think about bringing 
solutions. Planning how to use their time effectively, during 
the working week and weekend, will help them to keep 
up with their work and manage their stress. I often give 
pupils a template, much like a revision plan, that combines 
their timetable, homework slots, deadlines, co-curricular 
activities, travel and relaxation time.

Is there anything else you would like to add?
I would like to extend my warmest thanks to Wendy Davies, 
who set up the Department over ten years ago, by supporting 
pupils, with “whatever they needed and for as long as they 
needed it.” Her kind smile and pupil-focused legacy will 
always be at the core of what the Department does. I would 
also like to share our collective well wishes to Emily Taylor, 
who took over the Department from Wendy. Emily has moved 
the Department forward significantly.
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The U14s had an unforgettable experience on 14 
September when they faced Mill Hill School at 
Allianz Park, the home of Saracens. They rose to the 
occasion with a fantastic performance, culminating 
in a 29 – 22 victory.

Photograph by James White/St Albans School




